know the difference between stems and multi-tracks. For mixing you'll want to send the multi-tracks.
Multi-tracks - Each Individual track In the session (for example: kick In, kick out, snare top, snare bottom, etc)
Stems - stereo pairs of mixed down multi-tracks (for example: All drums stem, All vocals stem, All percussion, etc.)

Before doing anything else, be sure to clean and organize all files.
This Includes removing extraneous noises such as guitar string squeals, pops, and clicks on any
tracks, properly crossfading, and tuning vocals when applicable. Make sure everything Is being
presented just as you'd want In the final mix. (Tuning vocals Is not a part of the mixing process).

Consolidate all files to the beginning of the session. This Is so that when they are Imported Into a
new session they maintain their relative relationships to eachother.

Label all tracks properly. This Includes removing unnecessary file extensions. For example, GuitarDiaudio21234
would become GTR_DI_Left.
A tip for making sure files get imported correctly is to number them. For example,
1. Kick
2. Snare
3. Hat
This makes it so the files always stay in their relative order

If you have an effect you love…print it. No point in spending precious mix time trying to recreate
something you already like. I don't need your 85 DI tracks and backup vocal comps. It's much
better to commit to a sound and vision before sending your track. If you don't know what the song
Is supposed to sound like...how am I going to?

Make sure to export tracks as wav files in their proper format (keep stereo tracks stereo and
mono tracks MONO (I’m looking at you Logic users).

Send a reference mix - Since everyone these days has access to a basic DAW and plugins make
sure to include your best rough mix. It doesn’t have to be perfect but it gives me the best idea of
what is most important to you in the track.

now make sure to label the master folder in the following format. (Band Name_Song Name)
Zip and send using any service you like. I recommend wetransfer.

Before doing anything else, be sure to clean and organize all files.
This Includes removing extraneous noises such as guitar string squeals, pops, and clicks on any
tracks, properly crossfading, and printing vocal tuning when applicable. Make sure everything Is
being presented just as you'd want In the final mix. (Tuning vocals Is not part of the mixing process).

Label all tracks properly. This Includes removing unnecessary file extensions. For example,
GuitarDiaudio21234 would become GTR_DI_Left.

Make sure to color-code each type of Instrument.
For example,
Drums are red
Bass Is purple
Guitars are orange, etc.
This helps me to quickly Identify each track and navigate the session more efficiently.

Make sure to bookmark each section In sequential order.
Such as verse 1, prechorus 1, chorus 1, verse 2....etc.
(Adding a marker in Pro Tools First is really easy. You simply
place your cursor at the point in the session at which you
want the marker to be located. Then, you click this plus sign)

Make sure to hide any unused or muted tracks. If It's not going to be In the final mix GET RID OF IT.
At this point you can also clear out anything that doesn't seem tidy. This Includes Improperly labeled
markers, unused auxes, or any sounds not contributing to the final mix.

After you have hidden all unnecessary tracks make sure to highlight everything remaining In the session.
With all active final tracks selected you'll select "Save Copy In" to make a new session with only the proper
files.
Make sure to select the
appropriate sample rate and
bit depth, then check the
boxes for Audio Files, Main
Playlist Only, and Selected
Tracks Only.

Even if It's not "perfect" keep the balance you've been listening to. This will give me a great starting point
dialing In your mix.
now select the new folder you made after the "save copy in" step. Make sure to include the "audio files"
folder and label the master folder in the following format. (Band Name_Song Name)
Zip and send using any service you like. I recommend wetransfer.

